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INTRODUCTION

People who design interventions intended to
improve health outcomes have come to explicitly
recognize the essential importance of behavior
change technology in producing favorable outcomes.

A

participation campaigns, and longterm intervention engagement
strategies, all of which are

of these principles in terms of best practices as well as

economics. The good news is that an evidence base exists

these concepts and principles have been applied to the
design and development of digital (including mobile) health
interventions.

own health intervention design and application work.
in digital health interventions can create better, more

We believe this stems from an inconsistent or incomplete

and their implications for programmatic design. We

interventions and helping them make the initial (and often
steps to healthier living.

concepts will lead to more appropriate design application,
better appreciation for their limitations, and the

behavior change within a behavior change and design
behavioral economics and behavior change principles in
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Why Behavioral Economics?
Misbehaving

Human Nature:
How We Think And Decide

(often erroneous)
Consumers...
(logical) preferences among options

•
•
•

decisional choice relative to the option.

For example:
• Dual Processing.

•
in a choice problem when the two options are identical in
•
•

• Hedonistic Bias.
it perceives and processes information, leading to a
reliable set of errors when presented with information
in the now.
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The Hot and Cold Brain
(Hsu & West, 2016).
when making decisions (Goel, Buchel, Frith, & Dolan,
2000; Kahneman, 2011; Stanovich & West, 2002).

•

sciences have been able to demonstrate that the rational

and eat more food than I do a small plate, even with the

via traditional economic models. Behavioral economics

favor of eating more.
•
cognitive and emotional biases into the decision-making
process. More often than not, these decisions arising from

Hedonistic cognitive biases
(e.g. exercise).
•
(rules of thumb)
losses. This loss aversion means that people are more
of the time.

...

•

problems with fewer variables rather than more. Even
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Behavioral Economics
In Digital Health Design
We started with a broader review of behavior economics

considering the larger pattern of emotional and cognitive

Awarding badges or status
and do have implications for how health risks and related

(i.e. mastery).

•
•

of both short-term (e.g. enrolling in a health risk assessment)
and long-term (e.g. keeping smoke-free for six weeks)
(real world value redeemable
based on status).

•

Opportunities for behavioral
economics in digital health:
The good and the bad

milestone achievements.
We know from research on behavioral economics that

badges (and value) to expire.
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Example

elements of loss aversion into health

Penalizing nonparticipation
(all the better to publicly decree

Borrowing again from the concept
of loss aversion, a participation

accomplishment)
(not
losing status).

in digital health interventions is a

something right.

who complete an online health risk assessment prior to

at a discrete point in time (Mattke et al., 2014).
than one-time, behavior. And what if the badges were

(e.g. 50,000 steps in one day),

(Murayama, Matsumoto,
Izuma, & Matsumoto, 2010). This motivational shift is

The long-term view matters in designing reward

(e.g. Bandura, 1982),
also extends the challenge associated with badges as time
(see Volpp et al., 2008).
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than participation per se. Another is to have people make

that make renewing a canceled membership seem more

(Halpern et al., 2016), takes

(e.g. reading gossip magazines only while
on the elliptical machine; Milkman, Minson, & Volpp, 2013).

cases prevent people from taking action. Consider

(and analog) health interventions that operate
(or other timebased)
or with online programs that have
Example
their credit card information and are
(opt out) in
advance. This is sometimes also called
negative option marketing, since the

investments.

large, or if the cancellation process
(see Stancil, 2015). This

(e.g. “You checked in at the gym three
times this week—a new record!” or “You logged 4 miles on the treadmill—
great job!”)
loss aversion.

(Schweitzer, 1994).

on their behavioral investments. Orienting people toward

cigarette at a moment of weakness does not negate months
these cognitive biases manifest as a persistent belief
relapse prevention.
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Same as it ever was.

Misplaced anchors

A common tactic in digital health interventions and health
(or make contingent)
new behaviors to those. This habit laddering can increase
(2003), if people are asked to think

to do something new, and takes advantage of preferences
behaviors will be liked.

a misplaced anchor.

(e.g. “manufacturer’s suggested price” vs. “our price”),
(a runner, a yogi, someone
who prefers not to sweat), personalization tactics based on

•

• Normative information. When a health intervention

data, this serves as a social comparison anchor.
of personalization while avoiding the negatives of the

this information will motivate people to move their
(see Dror, Koenigstein, &
Koren, 2012; Titlow, 2013).
the song and chooses to skip it, or does like it and lets it

participants.

health behavior change interventions, we recommend

to enhance data driven learning. If these risks are
(150, according
to the 2008 Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans),

to demotivate (see Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 1998;
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Dijksterhuis, Spears, Postmes, Stapel, & Koomen, 1998; Garcia,
Overachievers and people in the most
demotivate.

How Can We
Apply Behavioral
Economics More
Effectively?

incremental milestones (subgoals)

(Bandura, 1982)

toward the average (Abrahamse, Steg, Vlek, & Rothengatter,
2005).

change intervention improve their own odds of creating an

also in the top percentiles.

exercise attempts, and perhaps hear stories from more
the development process, it is possible to improve the

new sports.

Behavior change needs over time

to behavioral economic-based prompts depending on
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feedback that provides some combination of information

transition.

• Discovery

• Onboarding

(Bandura, 1982),

block at a comfortable pace.
the shorter side.

We believe that a digital health intervention that considers

•

components, learned all of the skills, or earned all of the
• The endgame
components of the intervention. While the endgame
(such as ongoing
monitoring of food and activity once a weight loss goal has
been reached, or continuing to play a game after having
beaten all of its levels).
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Behavior change needs based on
the between and within individual
and situational differences

A Vision Forward:
Blending Behavioral
Economics And
Design

economics tactics.

& LeBoeuf, 2002, Smith & Levin, 1996), higher intelligence
(Stanovich & West, 2002),
concepts (Agnoli & Krantz, 1989).

involved in the creation of digital health interventions
do a better job of embedding behavioral economics into
that designers who wish to operationalize behavioral

a person is can help people who design digital health

is doing so as part of an expected exchange (Novemsky &
Kahneman, 2005).
as their experiences with health change. Recognizing

loss aversion.
To the extent that a designer of a digital health
intervention can either tailor the behavioral economics
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interventions, we recommend the following high-level

(person, situation, outcome) in
tandem. Depending on the skill sets and information

precision in design choices and improve the likelihood

2.

to do what, design teams will improve their odds of
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Table 1 – Glossary of Terms
Term

Best Practice Application

Anchoring
based on available anchors, which
estimation of base rates and

the form of personas, behavioral

Bounded Willpower
appreciating immediate positive

goals to feed an ongoing sense of

Core Loop
action, action steps and feedback
habit formation.

Discounting

and a response that provides the

Orient people to rewards and
if we did not have it. The fear of

Dual Processing
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Term

Best Practice Application

Endowed Progress
the beginning of an intervention

Habit Laddering

call to action is not taken.

inaction to take advantage of loss
aversion.

A tactic in health interventions

Pair new behaviors with existing
ones to increase the odds that
people remember to perform the

new behavior.
Hedonistic Bias

exercising, improvements in sense
the taste of a well-prepared low-fat

Journey Map
map into the design process

information to help predict skills,
interests, and motivations.
Loss Aversion

Consider incentives schemes
more motivated to avoid losing
front that can be lost if behavior
appropriate, frame behavior change
in terms of what might be lost

Negative Option Marketing

The application of a charge or cost

terminate the service.
change.
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Term

Best Practice Application

Status Quo Bias
resist change.

to increase the odds that the cold
brain will decide in favor of action;
frame inaction in terms of potential

Subgoal
that have a distant time target or

goal.
Sunk Cost Fallacy
an investment even when logic
inaction; reframe investments in
terms of waste.

participation if possible in favor of
someone takes in the behavior.
incentives to behavioral milestones
rather than participation per se;

Withering

To prompt ongoing behavior, expire

The variables that make a same
person think, act, and react
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